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Conclusions
A combinaon of good infrastruc-
ture, educaon and a tude are 
key elements needed to see an in-
crease in cycling numbers.
Infrastructure:
  o Safe cycle paths
  o Secure bike storage 
Education:
  o Proper use of cycle facilies
  o Travel me maps
Attitude:
   o  Change the percepon of 
cycling so people understand the 
benefits of cycling.

These tables show the priori-
sed BLOS and several other 
factors which influence 
people when/if cycling. The 
top five factors for cyclists 
were similar to the rankings of 
non-cyclists except for the 
aavailibility of dedicated cycle 
ways. Non-cylists ranked it in 
5th place while cyclists ranked 
it in 14th place. A difference in 
confidence levels and percep-
on is what separated the two 
groups on this aspect. Having 
momore dedicated facilies 
should increase the overall 
number of cyclists.

AA paern is shown indicang that 
there are large propoons of cyl-
cists where dedicated and segre-
gated facilies already exist. This 
proves that good cycle ways im-
pacts the growth in cycling num-
bers. The map shows the North 
Western, Tamaki Dr, Graon 
Gully and Beach Rd cycle ways.

Proportion of cyclists V. Facilities

The governing demovang 
factor from a non-cyclist’s per-
cepon was that the distance 
from their origin to university was 
too far. Some other demovang 
factors include:
 o Gaps in the cycle network
 o Poor driver cyclist relaonship
 o Cold or wet weather

Non-Cyclists - De-motivational factors
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experience
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TThere is approximately an even 
split between the four key mova-
onal factors; cheaper than other 
modes, health benefits, faster than 
other modes and more enjoyable 
than other modes. The “training 
for compe ons” factor was seen 
as the least ias the least influenal.  

Cyclists - Motivational factors
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Cycling is the third most used 
form of transport. It was per-
ceived to be convenient, cheap 
and flexible. Cycling is ranked 
below buses because students 
feel that cycling is not safe and 
the distance to travel is too far. If 
studestudents are aware of travel me 
and if safety is increased an in-
crease in cycling numbers could 
be expected.

Transport mode usage by tertiary students
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Results and Discussion

Methodology
AAn online survey was produced. The survey included quesons re-
lang to behavioural aributes of cycling and the influence of cer-
tain facors. The list of key factors (e.g. travel me and distance to 
desnaon) potenally influencing people were derived from vari-
ous BLOS  calculaons such as that in the Highway Capacity Manual 
(HCM) 2010 - Full Facility cycling LOS Calculaon (2010). 

The survey split the parcipants into two groups based on if they 
cycled three or more mes a week to university. This way they were 
defined as cyclists and non cyclists. 

With the help of AUT and UoA the online survey was distributed to 
the students. Our facebook page “Auckland terary cycling comu-
nity”  was used as the central communicaon hub to publish the 
survey link.

Introducon
In Auckland, according to the 2013 New Zealand census data, only 
2% of the populaon use cycling as a means of commute. How-
ever cycling has shown to indicate health, social and economic 
benefits. This is a study of what should be done to increase the 
number of terary students commung by bike to university.

Objecve
TThe aim of the 
study was to find 
a set of key fac-
tors, which would 
sasfy the terary 
students’ needs, 
to encourage cy-
cling as a praccal 
form of commute.

Evaluate the factors which encourage
cycling facility use by tertiary students
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